Incorporating ethnicity into genetic risk assessment for Alzheimer’s disease: the REVEAL study experience
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Purpose: To describe how investigators in a multisite randomized clinical trial addressed scientific and ethical issues involved in creating risk models based on genetic testing for African American participants. Methods: The following informed our decision whether to stratify risk assessment by ethnicity: evaluation of epidemiological data, appraisal of benefits and risks of incorporating ethnicity into calculations, and feasibility of creating ethnicity-specific risk curves. Once the decision was made, risk curves were created based on data from a large, diverse study of first-degree relatives of patients with Alzheimer’s disease. Results: Review of epidemiological data suggested notable differences in risk between African Americans and whites and that Apolipoprotein E genotype predicts risk in both groups. Discussions on the benefits and risks of stratified risk assessments reached consensus that estimates based on data from whites should not preclude enrolling African Americans, but population-specific risk curves should be created if feasible. Risk models specific to ethnicity, gender, and Apolipoprotein E genotype were subsequently developed for the randomized clinical trial that oversampled African Americans. Conclusion: Risk Evaluation and Education for Alzheimer’s Disease study provides an instructive example of a process to develop risk assessment protocols that are sensitive to the implications of genetic testing for multiple ethnic groups with differing levels of risk. Genet Med 2008;10(3):000–000.
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Researchers are identifying a growing number of genetic markers that are associated with increased or decreased risk for common, complex diseases. Consequently, the development of genetic risk assessment and risk communication strategies are areas of critical importance, especially given that laypersons often have a difficult time in understanding probabilistic in-
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The rising prevalence of dementia combined with the relatively high frequency of the APOE ε4 allele, found in about 23% of the US population, make AD a useful model for exploring genetic risk communication and assessment for common, complex, adult-onset diseases. The Risk Evaluation and Education for ALzheimer’s Disease (REVEAL) study is a series of clinical trials examining the psychosocial and behavioral impact of providing susceptibility testing with APOE genotype disclosure to first-degree relatives (FDRs) of people with AD.28 Questions considered in the study’s first trial included: Who seeks genetic susceptibility testing for AD and why? What are the psychosocial and behavioral impacts of APOE genetic susceptibility testing for AD? Although such issues have been explored extensively in cancer genetics and some neurological conditions such as Huntington’s disease, AD provides a much different context than conditions that develop as a result of dominant or recessive Mendelian genetics. Significant risk for AD exists even among those without the risk-increasing form of APOE and researchers have yet to verify methods to delay or prevent the onset of AD. Effective strategies for disclosing an APOE genotype for AD risk merit research considering the high prevalence of AD and the implications of such research on the ever-increasing number of genes being identified as risk factors for other chronic diseases. Results from the REVEAL study to date show that genetic susceptibility testing for AD is of particular interest to women, college educated persons, and people below the age 60; that APOE testing can reduce AD risk perceptions and AD-related anxiety despite presenting identical numerical risk information as family history analysis; and that disclosing increased risk status can motivate long-term care insurance purchasing and behaviors that might reduce AD risk.28 Additional findings are detailed elsewhere.29–35

In the first trial of the REVEAL study, nearly 95% of subjects self-identified as white.28 To address this lack of ethnic diversity [Note on terminology: Although the terms “race” and “ethnicity” occasionally appear in this article, this does not mean that the authors subscribe to the view that the human species sub-structures into biological races. The terms are being used because of their presence in the relevant literature. “Ethnicity” and “ethnic” are our preferred (and dominant) terms, as we believe that they more accurately describe the primary groups on which our study focuses.], a concerted effort was made in the second trial to recruit more minority participants, particularly African Americans. The focus on African Americans was warranted not only by the desire to be more inclusive in our clinical research according to NIH guidelines, but also because this group seems to be at increased risk for AD.13,36 Scholars have argued whether and how to include ethnicity as a focus in genetic research.37–42 Despite this attention, only a few studies have argued whether and how to include ethnicity as a focus in genetic research.37–42 On the other hand, the epidemiological data on which risk estimates are typically based suggest significant differences in the lifetime risk of AD between African Americans and whites,13,17 and some popular models for genetic cancer risk like the Gail Model incorporate ethnicity into calculations. Some argue that ignoring variations between (and within) ethnic groups will not eliminate disparities; and only by focusing attention on these issues will we be able to understand how social, environmental, and behavioral differences interact with biological factors, including genotype.50

Advances in genomics may contribute to the reduction of health disparities.51–53 If so, we will need to understand better not only the biological impact of specific genotypes and interactions of these genotypes with environment, but also the ways in which diverse communities interpret and respond to genetic information. Implicit in this understanding is the need to develop protocols that anticipate and address the social and ethical implications of race and ethnicity in genetic research.54 The aim of this article is to describe how researchers in the second REVEAL trial addressed the issue of providing genetic risk assessments for AD to African American participants.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

The first REVEAL study trial was conducted by a multidisciplinary team of researchers with expertise in neurology, genetics, genetic counseling, psychology, and bioethics. As ethnicity was an important focus of the second trial, the study team expanded its own diversity as an important early step. Researchers focusing on the role of ethnicity in health and genetics research joined the study team, and Howard University, which serves a primarily African American population, became a study site.

REVEAL study researchers considered using many variables in the AD risk models. Candidates included education and history of head injuries. Most variables were ultimately omitted because they were not reliably assessed in the data that served as the foundation for REVEAL study risk models, and the study team concluded that including such variables would unacceptably compromise the models’ precision. Self-reported ethnicity was an integral part of the data, though creation of risk models specific to ethnicity warranted further consideration.

The decision to stratify risk estimates by ethnicity in the second REVEAL trial involved three main components: (1) an evaluation of the existing research on African Americans and risk of AD; (2) discussion of the benefits, risks, and limitations of incorporating ethnicity into our calculations of risk esti-
mates; and (3) the feasibility of constructing credible risk curves for African American participants. Once we decided upon the inclusion of African American ethnicity as a variable in our risk model, we culled existing data to prepare cumulative risk curves stratified by ethnicity.

**Evaluating existing research on African Americans, Alzheimer’s Disease, and APOE**

Two major issues were addressed at the outset: Are African Americans at increased risk for AD relative to whites? And does APOE genotype have the same impact on AD risk for African Americans as for whites? Data from the Multi-Institutional Research in Alzheimer’s Genetic Epidemiology Study and from collaborators were used to answer both questions.

**African Americans and Alzheimer’s disease risk**

Epidemiologic data at the time of protocol development strongly suggested that African Americans are at increased risk for both dementia and AD. Some REVEAL study researchers felt uncomfortable with those assertions, though, considering the small sample sizes of the epidemiological studies that generated such findings. Moreover, the literature was not wholly consistent as one small study in North Carolina found no differences between African Americans and whites. REVEAL study researchers needed to see more convincing data before they could decide whether to incorporate ethnicity as a factor in AD risk assessments.

**Contribution of APOE genotype to AD risk among African Americans**

Another important point of contention was whether APOE genotype contributes to AD risk in the same way among African Americans as whites. Some analyses suggested that the contribution of the APOE e4 allele to Alzheimer’s risk was weaker for African Americans than for whites. Other studies found interaction effects of APOE with environment and diet depending on ethnicity or country of origin. To further confuse the situation, some of these studies compared US populations with communities in other countries, making findings difficult to generalize to African Americans. They also failed to adjust for the ages of research participants or account for competing risks of death. Moreover, although these studies generally found risk disparities between whites and African Americans, the small numbers of African American participants limited their power to make statistically significant assertions.

**The MIRAGE study**

The longitudinal Multi-Institutional Research in Alzheimer’s Genetic Epidemiology (MIRAGE) study and collaborative investigators addressed both of the aforementioned epidemiological concerns. The MIRAGE study is the largest genetic epidemiological study of its kind to date, focusing on both African American and white families. As a result, it provided a potential basis for clarifying risk profiles for African Americans and risk estimates to FDRs of persons with AD. The study found significantly higher risk for dementia among

### Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Genotype</th>
<th>White</th>
<th>African American</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>e3/e3</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e2/e4 or e3/e4</td>
<td>1.5 (1.3–1.8)</td>
<td>1.3 (0.9–2.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e4/e4</td>
<td>1.5 (1.1–2.0)</td>
<td>1.8 (1.1–2.8)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FDRs of African Americans compared with whites (RR 1.6; 95% CI 1.4–1.9). The study also found similar effects of APOE genotype on overall AD risk for African Americans as reported for whites. A comparison of risk through age 85 by self-identified ethnicity and genotype is provided in Table 1.

**Weighing reasons for and against risk assessments stratified by ethnicity**

The ethical concerns and social implications of separate risk curves for whites and African Americans, as outlined earlier, still needed to be addressed. The issues that follow were considered by REVEAL study investigators in their decision of whether to incorporate African American ethnicity as a variable in the statistical models used to generate risk estimates in the second trial. Although no specific decision-making framework was formally chosen to guide discussion, ethical principles figured heavily during deliberations. The research team weighed scientific and clinical pros and cons, and also considered perspectives such as duties toward and relationships with research participants. Certainly, the principle of individual beneficence held a key role because we wanted to maximize potential utility of risk information while minimizing potential harms to participants. However, given the legacy of abuse of African Americans in biomedical research, principles of distributive justice (e.g., including African Americans despite imprecise risk estimates) and nonmaleficence (e.g., the danger that African Americans will be stigmatized by such stratification) also figured prominently in the discussions.

**Arguments against separate curves**

There is general agreement among genetic researchers that ethnicity, self-defined or otherwise, is a flawed “surrogate for various genetic and nongenetic factors in correlations with health status” and the relationship between African American identity and higher risk of AD is not well explicated. Use of ethnicity in a disease risk model before its role is clearly understood may unwittingly give ethnicity added credence as a biomedical category and a biological cause for disease. Merely discussing health disparities in the context of genetics may lead to distortions of information and distract attention from inequitable social and environmental factors. Health disparities are typically the result of many factors, including socioeconomic inequalities, social environment, health care access, health behaviors, and discrimination, and it is likely that at
least some of these factors contribute to the disproportionate burden of AD that African Americans experience.

Arguments for separate curves

Although not definitive, the best data available do suggest that African Americans are at higher risk for AD. To ignore ethnicity and related variables in risk estimates could be seen as ignoring important information, resulting in less accurate risk assessments for African Americans. Indeed, researchers have criticized the usefulness of cancer risk assessment models for African Americans that were formulated from data only from whites.69–71

Data from a focus group organized at Case Western Reserve University added weight to such concerns. Seven individuals who self-identified as African Americans and had a parent affected by AD sat down with personnel from the Alzheimer’s University added weight to such concerns. Seven individuals who self-identified as African Americans and had a parent affected by AD sat down with personnel from the Alzheimer’s Association and REVEAL study staff to explore whether and how best to disclose AD risk information to African Americans in research focusing on APOE genotyping for AD risk.72 The seven community participants tended to be female, older (42–73 years old), and well-educated (12–19 years of education). The primary questions of interest are as follows: Should ethnicity be a factor in risk assessment? What are ways of talking about APOE, AD risk, and ethnicity? How much detail should the researchers go into about the potential differences in the effect of APOE on AD risk for different ethnic groups? And how should we approach the recruitment of African Americans and individuals from other minority groups into REVEAL?

The consensus view of participants was that the risk curves based on white populations in the initial study should not preclude the investigators from enrolling African American participants. That feeling was captured well by one participant who asserted, “I would probably feel more comfortable if I had some data that specifically targeted African-Americans, you know? But that wouldn’t pull me away from the Table. I’m going to be involved at some level because I think it’s interesting work and it’s important work, so whatever information I can get is valuable.” However, African American participants wanted to be informed that initial studies on which risk estimates were based had too few African Americans to generate reliable estimates, and they also wanted to hear that steps were being taken to find other sources of data to make better estimates of specific risks for African Americans. Participants framed these thoughts as a matter of fairness with one saying, “I think you can position yourself as saying we’re rectifying a situation.” REVEAL study researchers also considered that many studies suggest differences between racial and ethnic groups in attitudes and beliefs about disease susceptibility and severity.73–75 Similar differences in attitudes exist toward genetic testing.76–78 Providing stratified risk assessments may better enable us to build on this important literature if the information is deemed by participants to be more appropriate to their communities.

The aforementioned pros and cons were considered in detail by REVEAL study investigators in a series of conference calls and at a 2-day investigator retreat at the project’s home site in Boston. At this meeting, investigators from the four participating universities—Boston University, Case Western Reserve University, Cornell University, and Howard University—convened to discuss study goals and challenges. Given the study’s focus on the psychosocial and behavioral impact of genetic testing rather than the etiology of AD, REVEAL study researchers weighed focus group data on African American participants’ preferences more heavily than the hypothetical concerns of academic researchers about the utilization of race and ethnicity in disease risk models. The research team considered the risk differences between African Americans and whites to be meaningfully higher, and argued that providing risk assessments that ignored ethnicity would be a disservice to study participants. In addition, study team members who participated in the first trial struggled with their own concerns about giving minority participants risk estimates based on models that excluded their ethnic identification. Investigators concluded that potential study harms could be minimized through vigilant monitoring of participant responses and that stratifying risk curves by ethnicity would provide empirical data that would inform the ethical debate on future studies in AD and other common, complex diseases.

Feasibility and creation of customized risk curves

The evidence presented above was believed to favor establishing customized risk assessments for African Americans. Our focus then turned to the best way to establish cumulative risk curves that might help participants understand their age-specific risk and potentially reduce anxiety about developing AD. Models for AD risk that incorporated APOE genotype did not exist for African Americans, but the study team concluded that risk estimates for FDRs of patients with AD could be created using data from the aforementioned MIRAGE study. The MIRAGE study recruited patients with AD from 17 specialty clinics between May 1991 and March 2001, using methods published elsewhere.14,65,79 The dementia risk models stratified by ethnicity as presented by Green et al.13 provided a basis for creating AD models for the REVEAL study.

Maximum likelihood procedures akin to a standard Kaplan-Meier survival analysis but incorporating missing age information were used to construct risk curves. First, gender-specific risk curves for FDRs of white patients with AD were created from epidemiological data on 14,907 FDRs of white patients with AD. In the same manner, data from 3,007 African American FDRs were used to generate gender-specific risk profiles for African American FDRs. Comparison curves for general population subjects were also created for each population group per the same methodology using data from 2,157 white and 368 African American spouses of patients with AD as the source.

The next step was to modify those curves to incorporate APOE genotype. The curves for FDRs of patients with AD as described above were assumed to be equivalent to the risk curves for FDR subjects with ε3/ε3 genotype. We then used data from a meta-analysis of nearly 50 studies worldwide that
examined the odds of developing AD for specific gender, age, and APOE combinations relative to the e3/e3 genotype to transform our FDR curves into gender and age-dependent AD risk information for specific APOE genotypes. Based on the evidence that the effect of APOE genotype is similar in whites and African Americans as presented earlier, we used the same odds ratio data on both the white and African American curves to derive our final ethnicity-specific risk curves. A more thorough explanation of how the risk curves were constructed is provided by Cupples et al.33

RESULTS

The processes detailed above were taken into consideration to create a study protocol where African American and white study participants received AD risk estimates specific to their ethnicities.

Cumulative risk curves

A key outcome of our efforts was construction of cumulative risk curves stratified by ethnicity. These risk curves for FDRs of patients with AD were created to incorporate age, gender, self-identified ethnicity, and APOE genotype. Risk estimates through age 85 ranged from 19 to 57% for white females, 36 to 74% for African American females, 13 to 56% for white males, and 33 to 77% for African American males. The lower-end estimates correspond to an e2/e3 genotype whereas the higher-end estimates correspond to an e4/e4 genotype. As reflected in Figure 1, African Americans were given markedly higher risk estimates than whites, in accordance with the higher risk estimates found for these groups in the MIRAGE study. Females were found to be at modestly higher risk compared with males for all genotypes aside from e4/e4. Also as seen in Figure 1, the e2 allele confers a protective effect, whereas the e4 allele elevates risk and the e3 allele represents intermediate risk. Data in Figure 1 match well with data provided in other studies.81 Examples of the cumulative risk curves stratified by ethnicity and genotype are shown in Figure 2, with risk being <10% until age 60. At that point, the risk increases for all ethnic groups and genotypes, but particularly so for African Americans. Examination of the curves shows that APOE genotype has stronger effects at younger ages. After age 65, the impact of APOE genotype on AD risk lessens. Confidence intervals were not included on the risk curves to make the information easier to understand for a study participant but disclosure procedures include verbal statements that an individual’s risk for AD is “influenced by other factors that are not taken into account in this curve” and the risk we convey to each participant is merely “an estimate based on our current knowledge.” These statements were reinforced in written materials provided to the study participants. These curves were ultimately used in the second REVEAL trial that disclosed AD risk to 276 study participants, 53 (19%) of whom self-identified as African American.

DISCUSSION

The REVEAL study is among the first to incorporate ethnicity into a multivariable genetic risk assessment for a common, complex disease such as AD. An analysis of the psychosocial and behavioral impact of risk information in this study will be the focus of future articles, but there is reason to believe that African Americans will respond well to risk disclosure based on genetic information that takes ethnicity into account. In a national telephone survey that included 375 African Americans and 960 whites, African Americans were more likely than whites to indicate that they would want genetic testing for both “untreatable diseases” in general and Huntington’s disease specifically.82 Similarly, a survey of 174 African Americans and 278 whites specifically focusing on attitudes toward predictive testing for AD found that African Americans expected fewer negative consequences from a positive genetic test result for AD than whites.78 The REVEAL study will add to this literature with respect to predictive genetic testing for common, complex conditions.

We believe that our work offers an instructive example of protocol development that begins to address concerns about incorporating ethnicity into genetic risk assessment and communication. The most important step is recognizing that de-
Developing research protocols to be appropriate for minority communities requires more than recruiting study participants from communities of color, and expanding our research team to include more investigators with expertise in the ways health and genetics research intersect with ethnic identity helped us think through the implications of our proposals. It took great time and effort to perform a thorough epidemiological review, to deliberate these issues regularly not only within the research team, but also with community members via a focus group, and to find and manipulate a database with sufficient diversity to create the appropriate risk models. Our study shows, though, that such steps can be successfully implemented into genetics research when issues of ethnicity are given due emphasis.

Admittedly, more could be done within the REVEAL study and research on genetic susceptibility testing in general. Many scholars argue for engagement approaches where community members are involved as early as the planning stages of research to ensure that it is responsive to the concerns of marginalized populations. Other approaches could simply involve engaging the public through more frequent community forums. Focus group input played an important role in influencing decisions on our study, but a single group does not represent a community as a whole, as echoed by a separate informal focus group convened by our study group to discuss African American participation in AD research. Still, the strategy used to develop the REVEAL protocol does provide an example of a successful study of genetic susceptibility testing that takes into consideration the significant ethical, legal, and social implications of such research.

The REVEAL study also demonstrates how a lack of epidemiological data can create problems for researchers and research participants alike. Access to the raw data from the MIRAGE study played a critical role in our decision to stratify risk assessments according to self-identified ethnicity. Still, MIRAGE data were only used to create the risk curves for the genotype and curves that ignored genotype, and data from additional sources were used to transform the genotype-specific curves. Such manipulations reduce the precision of risk estimates and introduce unknown biases. What’s more, the appropriateness of our risk models for populations other than whites and African Americans is questionable. Myriad reasons exist for this lack of good AD data on minority communities. A few major themes include attitudes toward research objectives, barriers to participation such as distance and finances, and attitudes toward AD in general. Strategies such as improving community awareness about AD, addressing practical considerations such as accessibility of the research setting, and involving commu-

Fig. 2. Sample cumulative risk curves presented to study participants. The risk curves apply to participants who are found to have an APOE ε3/ε4 genotype. “APOE 34” refers to the participants’ individual risk profiles specific to their genotype–gender–ethnicity combinations. “First Degree” is a comparison line that shows the risk for AD among the population of people with the same gender–ethnicity combination as the participant and a first degree relative with Alzheimer’s disease. “General Population” is another comparison line that shows the risk for AD within the same ethnic group as the participant regardless of gender or whether a person has an affected first degree relative. Explanations of each line are provided verbally to study participants.
nity leaders in planning and execution of research can help to boost minority participation in dementia studies. Such strategies need to be implemented more frequently if research institutions hope to develop the kind of long-term partnerships that can be of greatest benefit to communities of color.

We recognize that we are only in the beginning stages of developing risk models for AD that might be used to disclose personalized risk information. The data used to establish our developing risk models for AD that might be used to disclose strategies need to be implemented more frequently if research in-

the issue of ethnicity in genetic risk assessments rather than shy more importantly) to prevent or at least delay the disease.

This will require the utilization of more comprehensive re-

search design that account for the complex interactions among genes, culture, access to care, caregiving patterns of those with or at risk of AD, and a host of other biological and nonbiological factors. As we learn more about the roles of these variables in the etiology of AD, we should not only be better able to develop more refined models, but also perhaps (and more importantly) to prevent or at least delay the disease.

In the meantime, it is important that we carefully confront the issue of ethnicity in genetic risk assessments rather than shy away from it. Family history is among the strongest risk factors for most diseases, and susceptibility genes are rapidly being identified for common conditions such as diabetes, arthritis, and heart disease. Many of these conditions demonstrate disparities in morbidity and mortality according to ethnicity simi-

lar to those seen in AD. APOE genotyping in the context of AD therefore serves as a useful paradigm to explore the important issue of ethnicity in the context of a genetic risk assessment. Developing culturally appropriate risk communication strategies will be critical to ensure that the benefits of technological advances are fairly distributed. This goal merits particular at-

tention concerning the expanding diversity of our nation.
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